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OF THE TRUMP ADMINISTRATION

HANNAH HITCHCOX
editorial asst.
Nearly a year after President Donald Trump’s inauguration, the Trump administration has approached
immigration, healthcare and job growth — issues that
Trump used as a platform during his candidacy. During
his first year in office, Trump nominated Neil Gorsuch
to the Supreme Court, repealed pieces of Obamacare
and dealt with conflict in his administrative staff.
Senior history major Nathan Wagner, president of
the Young College Republicans Club, said he believed
that the Trump administration experienced a learning
curve that has assisted the president in learning how to
navigate political waters.
“He has great ideas,” Wagner said. “But if he wants to
appease in some way, he should just tone it down a little bit.”
Throughout Trump’s political triumphs, his comments
on current events often casted a shadow on his biggest
political victories. According to Wagner, he has room for
improvement.
“He wasn’t a politician, but I think his administration
has done a good job,” Wagner said. “It’s been a learning
curve that they hit fast because they had to learn once he
got elected.”

Trump’s first year incurred a variety of controversial
events and national tragedies, including the firing of
former FBI Director James Comey and White House
Press Secretary Sean Spicer, the ongoing Russian collusion investigation, Hurricane Harvey and the Las
Vegas shooting. Each difficulty was a separate firestorm
of press coverage analyzing Trump’s non-traditional
approach to critical issues and his frequent use of social
media to address them.
Trump’s first trip abroad trip was in May 2017. According to Time: World, Trump spent nine days traveling
to five countries, wghere he improved international
relations that were once strained under President Barack
Obama’s administration.
In Saudi Arabia, Trump solidified relations with
Saudi officials who were affected by former President
Barack Obama’s increasing leniency with Iran sanctions.
He also spent time in Israel, attending dinner with the
nation’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu and his
wife. The two showcased their friendship by addressing
each other on a first name basis.
Although he received criticism when he withdrew
from the Paris climate accord, Trump successfully solidified international relations through creating a dynamic
foreign relations team and supporting NATO upon his

visit to Belgium, according to USA Today.
“Candidate Trump questioned the value of American
alliances around the world,” the USA Today article stated.
“Yet President Trump has assembled a team that quickly
underscored America’s commitment to its allies and
took active steps to demonstrate the enduring bonds.”
Under Trump, the unemployment rate remains at an
all-time low of 17 percent, and the stock market continues
to be successful, according to The Wall Street Journal.
Despite the number of victories the administration
obtained during the year, Trump and several of his staff
remain under investigation by the FBI for allegedly
colluding with Russia during his election campaign.
Ann Compton, retired White House correspondent for ABC News, commented that in the past,
FBI investigations have overshadowed everything an
administration does during the investigation.
“They take years. It takes months,” Compton said.
“They are living, dynamic creatures that can consume
and overshadow just about anything a president wants
to do.”
According to Fortune Briefing, Trump also passed
a tax bill in Decemberof 2017, which will implement
tax cuts to almost all tax brackets in early 2018, as well
as other changes that will take effect in 2019.

TRUMP’s FIRST YEAR, 2017 TIMELINE

Graphic by SAWYER HITE

Student life office hosts Dinner with the Deans
SHELBI BRIDGES
student writer
The Office of Student Life began Dinner with the
Deans this semester to improve the student-administration
relationship. Zach Neal, dean of students, said the deans
will take at least two students each week to dine at locally
owned restaurants.
“We’re supporting the community in town, as well as
an opportunity to talk with students and get to know them
better,” Neal said.
Assistant Dean of Students Ranan Hester says smaller
outreaches similar to Dinner with the Deans have taken
place in the past, including the SA campaign, “Dine with
the Deans.” The deans visit the dorms, talk to students in
the halls, and attend many on-campus events.

Leadership
forum,
2A

“It was a way for us to reach out to students and for them
to be able to get comfortable with us, to ask us questions, for
us to hear their voice,” Hester said. “The ones I have had up
in my office have been very positive. In fact, I’ve had some
say that they hope that they get chosen because they want
to get to go.”
Dinner with the Deans is a way to get to know students
and bridge distance students may feel between themselves
and administration, according to Neal. The event will give
students a chance to voice opinions and ask questions.
“There will always be a natural divide because we’re not
students and they’re not administration,” Neal said. “We
want to remove all barriers that are within our control.”
Sophomore Cole Custer said he feels a divide between
students and administration.
“Sometimes they can seem distant and like a big gov-

ernment making rules,” Custer said.
Sophomore Lauren Lee said arriving at tailgates and
on-campus events as well as making effort to be personal
would improve the student administration relationships.
“I would probably suggest having more opportunities
outside of club activities,” Lee said.
According to Custer, sharing a meal with the deans will
enhance student life at Harding.
“I think it’s a great program just because you get to know
the deans the better and it really humanizes the administration,” Custer said. “If you know Dean Neal personally I
think that would be a cool thing.”
Neal said the first round of students for Dinner with the
Deans will be chosen Monday, Jan. 22. Students who are
interested in placing their names in the drawing can email
Neal at zneal@harding.edu.
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STERLING MCMICHAEL| The Bison

Concept art for the new facility found in the football complex. The indoor field is scheduled to be completed in Fall 2018. Upon the completion of the
facility, players will have the opportunity to practice year-round, even during severe weather. It will include a full-length football field.

4B | Friday, Jan. 19,their
2018
lives. It will be used for practices and workouts.

ALYSE YATES
student writer

The football team will gain a state-of-the-art indoor
facility behind the current football stadium, expected to
be completed by mid-season this coming fall. The ground
breaking date and estimated cost have yet to be determined.
It will consist of a full-length football field modeled
from several different designs the coaches have seen from
the best facilities in nearby colleges. The facility will allow
150 athletes to be able to put in more work than before.
It is planned to be the best in Division II, and one of the
best in the nation.
Inside will be a special wall filled with alumni names
and classes, sharing testimonies of how Harding changed

The indoor facility will provide more consistency in
practices. Often, the team has to share the field with
other sports teams or the high school next door, or miss
practice due to severe weather. The team will not have to
miss a single practice due to the weather or sharing the
field with another team once the facility is completed.
“By not missing a practice, by not missing a workout,
that’s going to raise accountability for us,” junior offensive
lineman Mills Bryant said. “It’s going to ensure that we’re
getting as much work as possible that they’ll let us. This
definitely gives you a time limit on every week of how
much time you can spend working out. We’re not going
to miss any of that time. It’s really going to help us.”
The facility boasts recruitment capabilities. Several

competing colleges have indoor facilities that pique the
interest of incoming freshmen. The team has already had
one of their three official visit days, and according to
Bryant, the news of the facility has gone over very well.
Bryant believes they will gain better players because of it.
Many of the donors consist of alumni who wanted to
give back to the program. Bryant believes the new facility
will give the veteran Bisons a sense of pride, which will
then give the current and future team confidence.
“Being on the team has really shaped me into the
person that I am. The relationships that I have made will
last a lifetime,” senior defensive back Jon Aaron Howell
said. “The brotherhood that we have is unlike any other
program in the country. I am forever grateful to have
been a part of it.”

Harding students travel to Governor’s Mansion

Fourth annual Harding Leadership forum offers opportunity to attend banquet
EMILY NICKS

student writer

Student leaders from various organizations on campus
will attend the fourth annual Harding Leadership Forum
at the Arkansas Governor’s Mansion today.
The Student Association (SA) officers and cabinet
members, American Studies Institute (ASI) Distinguished
Scholars and social club presidents and vice presidents were
invited to the event along with other nominated students.
Additionally, 12 to 15 faculty staff members will attend to
facilitate conversation and serve as mentors.
Senior and ASI president Jasmine Griffin said that she is
looking forward to sharing the event with students leading
in different capacities.
“The opportunity to be amongst each other and hopefully
inspire each other … is really wonderful,” Griffin said. “We’re
hoping this can be a spark to those who attend, to not just
be leaders in their own groups, but to keep collaborating.”
The evening consists of a four-course meal and a
presentation, followed by discussion amongst the students
and faculty staff members. All expenses are paid for by SA
and ASI.
This year’s speaker is Dave Sanderson, a passenger who
was aboard U.S. Airways Flight 1459 when it made an
emergency landing on the Hudson River in 2009. As the
last passenger to exit the back of the plane, Sanderson risked
his life to assist other passengers, and now speaks and writes
about the importance of serving others wherever you are.
Kim Kirkman, executive director of ASI, said that she
has been trying to bring Sanderson to speak to Harding
students for two years.
“Dave Sanderson has a great message that you need to
be looking out to help other people,” Kirkman said. “In
that moment, he could have just saved himself, but he
saw the opportunity to help other people. I’m excited to
bring him in.”

Courtesy of DEBBIE JOHNSON

Students from the Student Association, American Studies Institute Distinguished Scholars, social
club administrations and other nominated students are invited to attend the fourth annual Harding
Leadership Forum at the Arkansas Governor’s Mansion tonight.
Senior Dakota Ellis, president of the SA, said that
events such as the leadership forum can help give insight
into the lives of others.
“I think events like this have the potential to transform
the way you see reality,” Ellis said. “Whenever you hear
somebody’s story and you allow it to affect you, then you’re

opening up the door to allowing your heart to be transformed
a little bit. … The more insight you can get from others,
the better equipped you are to lead.”
A second segment of the Harding Leadership Forum
will occur later this semester with a Saturday conference.
The date has yet to be determined.

State | High School Joins National Civil Rights Project

Little Rock Central High School joined six other Little Rock monuments in the
National Civil Rights Trail. The high school received international attention
after federal troops were mobilized to aid in desegregation in 1957, according
to Public Radio from University of Arkansas at Little Rock.

National | Montecito Mudslides

At least 20 people have died and four are missing after two mudslides in
Montecito, California, according to the California Department of Fire and
Forestry Protection. The mudslides began on Jan. 9 and have destroyed over
65 homes, with search and rescue operations still underway, according to CNN.

International | North Korea Relations Thaw

North and South Korea athletes will march together beneath one flag at the
2018 Winter Olympics in Pyeongchang, South Korea, in February, according
to the New York Times. South Korean President Moon Jae-in said that “this
will be an opportunity to thaw frozen relations.”
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Times Up, Golden Globes

enter into an inappropriate relationship
with a 17-year-old, seems cheap to me.
It seems as though the protest of many
in Hollywood goes only as deep as the
head
fabric they wore that night. The number
web editor of people who have worked with, and
continue to work with, Woody Allen
and other celebrities (who wore black
natalie e. smith
in solidarity with people suffering due
s much as I wanted to walk away to people just like him), is disgusting.
from the Golden Globes with only There is something to be said about the
the ring of Oprah’s impassioned speech lack of true empathy in Hollywood.
in my ears (#Oprah2020), when the
For me, the icing on the cake was
credits rolled, I sat with a solely sour Gary Oldman accepting an award in his
taste in my mouth.
all-black suit and his “Times Up” pin.
While hundreds of celebrities donned Gary Oldman, a man who was accused
somber, all-black attire to tell the world of beating his wife with a telephone.
that “Time’s Up” on sexual assault in the Oldman is an abuser, and the fact that
U.S., I cannot help but hurt thinking he was celebrated on that night just
that all of this is strictly performative. shows where the hearts of the Golden
I understand the statement being made Globes lie.
and I understand the reasoning behind
The fact that known abusers won
it, but what I don’t see is the true and awards is not my point. The fact that bad
honest yearning to change.
people can be talented is not something
Wearing black to protest sexual as- I’m disputing. What I find fault with is
sault and then applauding James Franco, the celebration of abusers in a community
someone who admitted to trying to of people who say that they’re committed

A

to stopping people like them.
While I realize that many people
present that night were outraged about
the events brought to light in the media
by hundreds of brave women, I still hurt
with the weight of what remained unsaid.
I truly believe that many people went with
righteous intentions, but complacency
is inexcusable in this discussion. While
we fight for justice and equality among
the sexes in this country, I implore us
all to remember that time is indeed
up. Time is up on complacency and
compliance. Time is up on turning a
blind eye toward people who hurt other
people, regardless of their reasoning.
Time is up on hatred. Time is up on
letting known abusers talk insincerely
about rights for women while we stand
idly by, applauding them.

NATALIE E. SMITH is the head web
editor for The Bison. She may be
contacted at nsmith12@harding.edu.

IN CASE YOU MISSED IT... SNOW DAY EDITION
Julia Hensley @Julia_Patience · Jan 15
hey @BruceMcLarty, you don’t wanna get out of bed tomorrow, I don’t
wanna get out of bed tomorrow. You know what you gotta do huh?

Carter Sipe @cartersipe24 · Jan 15
Everyone do your part and dump one bucket of water on the roads and
sidewalks tonight before you go to bed. Let’s get tomorrow cancelled.

sierra glover @SierraNicole_11 · Jan 16
Checking @BruceMcLarty’s Twitter feed like it’s the morning paper

Bruce McLarty @BruceMcLarty · Jan 16
Happy Snow Day! Go back to sleep. Be safe. Have fun. Get ahead on
school work. See you in chapel on Wednesday!

Carly Rae Jepsen: The popstar of a generation
a better track than any recent singles Ed
Sheeran or Miley Cyrus have released.
Jepsen’s major label debut, “Kiss,” is an
guest
enjoyable listen, but lacks the maturity
writer
that you would expect out of the then
27-year-old.
Thankfully, Jepsen was reborn like a
phoenix, rising from the pop fountain
zach shappley
of youth. She was led there by a group
n an era of pop music where everyone of musical fairies known as Dev Haynes,
somehow received an anonymous Rostam and Sia. Jepsen’s third record,
memo that music has to sound like Young “Emotion,” was one of the best albums
Metro produced it, one pop star shines of 2015. Critics, bloggers, music nerds
above all: Carly Rae Jepsen.
and poptimists alike raved about Jepsen’s
Most readers will roll their eyes and brilliance. Her subtle (and sometimes
say, “The ‘Call Me Maybe’ girl? Give not so subtle) 80s influences, beautiful
me a break.” Those same readers are synths that cascade through each track,
still listening to “Reputation.” Yes, even clever lyricism and excellent production
Taylor Swift, one of our most beloved all shine on what may have been one the
radio stars, has joined the ranks of boring, best pop records in years.
over-produced artists such as Katy Perry,
After the “Emotion” craze slightly
Demi Lovato, Halsey, Maroon 5 and died down going into 2016, Jepsen did
many more. Thankfully, Jepsen is cut it again by releasing “Emotion: Side B,”
from a different cloth.
a collection that was marvelous enough
Jepsen broke into the mainstream after to have been on the record. Tracks
her hit single, “Call Me Maybe,” caught like “Store” or “Higher” would have
fire and took the nation by storm. It’s a demolished the Billboard landscape if
catchy, simplistic pop tune that will have they had been given the chance. “Side
you singing along after the first listen. B” was one of my absolute favorite EPs
Is it anything compared to her current released in 2016.
material? Absolutely not. Although, it is
Jepsen has been making waves, hinting

I

staff

at an upcoming record in 2018, which
has been rumored for quite some time.
In 2017, she released the single “Cut to
the Feeling” for a movie called “Leap!”
in which she played a role. The single
was, of course, superior to anything on
the charts at the moment, but wasn’t
able break in. Jepsen was also featured
on Charli XCX’s recent mixtape, which
is a matchup like no other.
Carly Rae Jepsen is the quintessential
pop star of this generation. She represents
every facet of what superb pop music
can be. The pop star’s ability to stay just
under the radar, yet be able to obtain so
much success in the music world, is quite
impressive. In the months of January
and February, Jepsen is opening for
Katy Perry on her “Witness” tour. The
tour just recently passed through Little
Rock this past Friday, Jan. 12. Hopefully,
we will be blessed with Jepsen’s own
headlining North American tour in
the upcoming months, promoting an
exceptional new album.

ZACH SHAPPLEY is an asst. multimedia
editor for The Bison. He may be contacted
at zshappley@harding.edu.

BRAVER
THAN YOU
BELIEVE
jaisa hogue

Despite her beauty

O

ne of the most iconic scenes in movie history
features a woman in a white dress standing over
a subway grate. That scene has been memorialized
in many forms like statues, posters and paintings.
That iconic white dress is still sold every October as
a popular Halloween costume. The scene is from a
1950s movie called “The Seven Year Itch,” and that
actress was one of the greatest legends in Hollywood
history, Marilyn Monroe.
In chapel last week, the Student Assosiation
presented some questions to prompt conversation.
One of those questions asked if there was something
you could give a 40-minute presentation on without
any preparation. I answered it by telling the guy next
to me that I could easily talk about Marilyn Monroe
for at least that long. In fact, I could tell him her
whole life story. I have always been fascinated by
her complexity and her ability to captivate the world
despite the personal struggles that are often forgotten
or overlooked when remembering her.
She acted in well-known films during her career
and became famous for playing the “dumb blonde.”
She also sang and modeled, but most people remember
her simply as an icon that set the standard of beauty
for the 1950s and beyond. What she really did during
her short time in Hollywood was make the world fall
in love with her. Of course, her determination and
hard work contributed greatly to her success, but
there was something undeniably special about her
character that would allow her to catch and keep the
world’s attention.
Marilyn’s birth name was Norma Jeane Mortenson,
and she spent her childhood moving from orphanage
to foster home and back again. She never knew for
certain who her father was, and her mother was in
and out of mental hospitals after being diagnosed
with paranoid schizophrenia. Marilyn was neglected
and abused until finally marrying at 16-years-old in
order to get away from foster care. It wasn’t long before
she divorced her first husband and found her face on
the silver screen. It may sound like a sort of happy
ending, but being famous didn’t make life better for
her. Quite the opposite, in fact.
During her time in the entertainment industry,
Marilyn was taken advantage of often. She was
overworked and prescribed medication to keep her
awake and working longer. Eventually, she was even
prescribed medication to counteract the other just so she
would be able to sleep. She had difficulties within her
second and third marriages and dealt with depression
as well as other health issues, such as endometriosis
and infertility. She also had many difficulties handling
negative publicity and critics throughout her career.
Marilyn’s struggle with drug abuse worsened in
the early 1960s and so did her health. In 1962, she
died of a drug overdose and her death was classified
as a probable suicide.
Throughout all of that, the world watched as she
fell apart. Even through all her personal struggles, she
continued her career. People saw Marilyn’s signature
smile and fancy dresses, but she didn’t share her
struggles openly. In fact, she thought of “Marilyn” as
someone separate from herself, a perfect persona that
she had built for the public.
I wonder if people could see that she was in pain.
During interviews or photoshoots, could they not hear
the sadness in her voice? Maybe people just couldn’t
look away from the delicate, hurting woman that, at
the same time, was often described as charming and
unapologetically bold. I think that was the beauty
of Marilyn. She contradicted herself in the most
humane way. The world fell in love with this tragic
being and they loved her tragedy. Her beauty caught
their eye, but it was her subtle vulnerability that kept
their attention. People noticed her confidence and
ambition, but could also see her pain.
I think everyone has an internal struggle between
hope and fear. Marilyn Monroe was the embodiment
of those contradicting emotions. “The Guide to United
States Popular Culture” states, “No other star has ever
inspired such a wide range of emotions — from lust
to pity, from envy to remorse.” Those emotions are
what created a connection between Marilyn and her
audience. She was tragic and real. They could feel her
pain, despite her beauty.
JAISA HOGUE is the opinions editor for The
Bison. She may be contacted at
jhogue@harding.edu. Twitter: JaisaDanielle
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KEEP IT
SAVVY
savanna distefano

Her red dress

M

y parents started dating their senior
year at Fraser High School, back
in ‘84. They met at a Halloween party
that my mother attended with a different
guy — one of my father’s friends. Dad
said he asked who the “hot babe” was,
and quickly took over his friend’s date.
Dad drove her home that night. Mom
was grounded for missing curfew.
My mother was a strictly-raised
church of Christ kid. My father was a
Detroit-raised varsity football player. My
mother had a big personality. My father
had a big mustache. They fell in love.
The first time my dad introduced
mom to his entire family was at my
oldest uncle’s wedding. The women
wore pastel-colored dresses, the men
wore black tuxes, and my mother wore
a bright-red fitted dress to compliment
her porcelain doll face and thick, curly,
jet-black hair.
Red was Mom’s color. It was bright, bold
and memorable, just like her personality.
My mother befriended everyone, from
the ‘80s band Air Supply to a random
British filmmaker in Hot Springs who
later snuck her into a celebrity party.
My parents married in ‘93, officially
shaking up my father’s traditional Italian
family. Mom was an outspoken only child
who spent summers on family farms in
Kentucky, while my father lived in a
small city home with a big family. My
mother learned new social structures,
and my father learned to drive in the
Appalachian Mountains.
When I was 5, my mother talked our
way up to floor seats at an *NSYNC
concert. She held me up on her shoulders
as I danced to “Bye Bye Bye.” Looking
back, I was probably a little young for
my first major concert, but my mom
didn’t care. Years later, she still bragged
that Joey Fatone waved at us that night.
My mother was big fan of concerts,
TV and supernatural movies. I never
really understood the whole paranormal
fascination, so when I came home for
breaks, we would watch trashy reality
shows. Once, we binge watched the
entire season of “Little Women of LA.”
We were pretty proud of that.
During this past Christmas break, we
lounged on the couch and watched cliche
Hallmark movies, perfectly predicting
every outcome. We thought we were
hilarious. My mother loved to laugh.
She had “laugh lines” next to her eyes
from smiling so much.
My mom had a contagious energy.
She excelled at her career as a registered
nurse and nursing instructor. She was even
enrolled to begin classes for her nurse
practitioner’s license in January. Caring
for others wasn’t just her calling, it was
her lifestyle. She loved to love people.
The last time I saw my mother, she
had just woken up to care for a friend
who had fallen in their driveway while
shoveling snow. It was the morning of
Dec. 27, 2017, and she set out her nursing
supplies on the kitchen table waiting for
her scraped-up, impromptu patient. I
left as she was tending the wounds on
her friend’s face.
On Jan. 5, we buried my mother in the
frozen Michigan ground, surrounded by
more than 100 of her family and friends.
My mother hated the cold. She preferred
sunshine and sand between her toes,
but we knew she was lying on a beach
somewhere, probably snapping selfies
on a lawn chair. So we said goodbye as
they closed my mother’s casket. She still
looked beautiful, modeling her latest
red dress.

SAVANNA DISTEFANO is the editor-in-chief
for The Bison. She may be contacted at
sdistefano@harding.edu.
Twitter: vanna_distefano

illustration by RACHEL GIBSON

Sounds like millennials
guest
writer
cayleigh thomas

I

was recently standing in line with a few
other students, while a couple of professors
stood nearby. They were laughing and enjoying
their time together, and I heard one professor
talk about his experiences with people in
another country who were slow to return to
work. Another professor responded with,
“Sounds like millennials.”
The title “millennial” is frequently a
laughing point among older generations, so
the comment should not have been a big deal.
What struck me about the comment was that
it came from a professor; the same person
who is teaching and mentoring millennials
every day — the person who should know the
best characteristics about millennials, should
inspire strengths and set their worldly views
aside, not make those people the center of
jokes. It should be noted that all professors
are not making jokes about millennials, but

I believe it is more commonplace than it
should be.
A reason why millennial jokes might come
up on a college campus is because students are
not consistent in maintaining responsibilities.
They may not want to go to class, they may
sleep through their alarms, etc. However,
this is true about college students from the
past as well, not just about current college
students who are millennials.
Another reason millennials are viewed poorly
is because of social media. Millennials have
had the ability to share their lives publicly for
the greater part of their life. This has created
a space where an entire generation is able to
connect and share every moment of their
lives, which has led to millennials being open
and honest. They want to share their lives
with other generations because those people
helped shape their lives and will want to see
what they have become. Millennials want to
learn about themselves and what they could
improve. They search for articles and videos
with advice about life and they don’t keep
it to themselves, they share it. They want to
help people. They learned this from older
generations, yet they are even more actionoriented. Millennials aren’t afraid to speak

out about something they are passionate
about. They seek opportunities to improve
the lives of others, even when it makes them
look bad. Millennials are present and active.
They want to get jobs that mean something,
and they are willing to take the long road
to get there.
Millennials engage in their relationships
and have the ability to nurture them through
social media. They want to help others down
paths that are mutually beneficial. They commit
their time to someone and will be present
for as long as they are needed. Millennials
can anticipate when they are not needed and
are willing to step back and let others lead.
They are also able to anticipate when they
are needed to lead and step up.
This generation is learning what it
means to live in a growing society. They
are redefining the definition of leaders and
followers. Millennials need encouragement
and life breathed into them as they become
mentors. Now that sounds like millennials.
CAYLEIGH THOMAS is a guest writer
for The Bison. She may be contacted
at cbirdwell@harding.edu.

What’s Your Opinion?
Want to write an opinion for The Bison? Contact Jaisa Hogue at
jhogue@harding.edu to voice your opinion through The Bison newspaper.
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cott Rogers of Edmond, Oklahoma
made the national news last month
when something odd happened in his own
house. His 6-month-old baby’s pacifiers
kept disappearing. Now that is hardly
news — every home in America seems to
have a Bermuda Triangle of teething rings,
car keys and argyle socks.
But when the bills kept running up
for replacement binkies, Rogers decided
to get serious. He searched the house top
to bottom — overturning couch cushions,
sweeping under furniture, digging through
car seats. Surely, he thought, such a shakedown would produce the missing chew
toys. But he was wrong, and the toddler
remained unpacified.
That’s when things took a shocking turn.
The Rogerses had a house pet — a SharPei named Dovey. You’ve seen pictures of
these charmingly wrinkled canines — the
ones that look like they stayed in the bubble
bath too long. Well, when the wrinkles
on Dovey’s tummy started to fill out, his
owners took him to the vet. It turns out
the pooch had gained several pounds by
going on a very soothing diet.
During emergency surgery, the vet removed 21 pacifiers from Dovey’s stomach,
which explains why the Shar-Pei had been
so calm for several months. I know some
business executives who could use a few
weeks on the passy program.
It’s a shame the Rogerses didn’t think
to have the surgery performed live on
“America’s Got Talent.” It would have
been like a little magic act: the amazing
canine crib. “Ladies and Gentlemen, here’s
a purple one!” Like Mary Poppins pulling

The amazing Dovey
michael
claxton
the hat-stand from her carpet bag.
Whether he meant to be or not, Dovey
is part of a long line of eccentric talents.
For centuries, entertainers have swallowed
unusual things and spit them back up for
the pleasure of audiences who clearly have
nothing else to do. According to Ricky
Jay’s book “Learned Pigs and Fireproof
Women,” a man who called himself “The
Stone Eater” was all the rage in London
in the 1780s. He would swallow rocks,
pebbles and gravel, and then let spectators
pat him on the belly to hear it all rattle.
This human maraca created a fad that’s
still in fashion: eating dirt.
Sword swallowers have long made a
living by sliding steel blades down their
esophaguses, but of course, the weapons
are always removed to thunderous applause.
But an ex-sailor named John Cummings
had a brief career of ingesting small knives,
which he did not withdraw from his throat.
Amazingly, he made it through several
months with this act. When he died in
1809, an autopsy revealed 14 knives in his
stomach. Plus a teaspoon and a salad fork.
There are more. Starting in 1901, the
amazing Edith Clifford worked with Barnum
& Bailey for a long time. Among other
delicacies, she swallowed a pair of giant
scissors and a handsaw. The Frenchman

Mac Norton billed himself as “The Human
Aquarium” and took European theatres by
storm with his act of swallowing and then
regurgitating live goldfish and frogs. You
may have seen David Blaine do similar
geek stunts on TV. Incidentally, according
to Ricky Jay, Norton claimed that in a
50-year career, “he never lost a single pet.”
For years, Houdini did a stunt where
he showed his mouth empty and then
swallowed a spool of thread and a stack
of needles. When he pulled the string out
of his mouth and stretched it across the
stage, the needles were threaded on it. Just
imagine if he did the act with pacifiers.
If you haven’t lost your appetite yet, you
could look up Hadji Ali on YouTube. The
Egyptian performer would gulp down a
huge bucket of water then swallow some
kerosene. Standing several feet from a small
fire on the stage, he would spew forth a
stream of kerosene onto the flames to cause
an explosion. Which, naturally, he put out
by spitting the water on it.
I am required by Harding’s lawyer to
tell you not to try any of this on school
property.
So Dovey may have a lucrative career
in show business ahead of him. Just don’t
let him near the car keys. Or the magic
markers. I would hate to see your Sharpie
swallowed by a Shar-Pei. And turned into
Shar-Poo.

MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest
writer for The Bison. He can be contacted
at mclaxto1@harding.edu.

At the Bison, it is our goal to serve the Harding University student body with integrity, truth and open ears. However, we believe that meeting that goal is a two-way street between
our staff and the public it serves. We pledge to keep our eyes and ears open to what our community has to say and hope that, in return, that community will be an interactive
audience, sharing its stories with us. We also pledge to do the basics: Report accurate and relevant information, check our facts, and share them in a professional, timely manner.
If you have any story ideas, questions, comments or concerns for the Bison staff, please email Savanna DiStefano, the editor-in-chief, at sdistefano@harding.edu. “The Bison (USPS
577-660) is published weekly (except vacations, exams and summer sessions), 20 issues per year, by Harding University. Periodicals postage paid at Searcy, Arkansas 72143.
POSTMASTER: Send address changes to The Bison, Harding University 11192, SEARCY, AR 72149-0001.” BYLINE POLICY: The Bison provides an opportunity for class writers to
contribute work under the byline “guest writers.” Due to this arrangement, staff writers may rewrite a portion of the guest writers’ stories as they deem necessary, while still
identifying the work as the guest writers’ own.
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Heads held high through adverse season

emily
faulkner

Don’t cut
corners

As a kid, I was always yelled
at when running laps: “Don’t
cut the corners!” It taught me
that giving your all should be
a discipline exercised in every
aspect of life. This was a concept that has been ingrained
in me ever since I was a kid,
as I played multiple sports and
figured out which ones I liked
and which ones I didn’t.
According to businessinsider.
com, 80 percent of New Year’s
resolutions are broken by February. Here’s my challenge to
you if you made a resolution:
be that 20 percent to make it
past February.
As I begin my last semester
of college, I am more tired than
ever before. I find it challenging
not to focus on “what’s next.”
I think this is something that
everyone struggles with at some
time in their college career or
life in general. If you have not
faced this, you probably will
at some point.
I argue that in sports, it
is always about what is next.
How do athletes keep pushing
themselves without getting burnt
out? How do you continually
keep going and not take the
easy way out? How do you
not slack off in practice when
nobody is watching? Just like
a New Year’s resolution, it is
hard to always stay true.
The most important piece
of advice I have received in
my 21 years of life is to never
give up. That may seem very
cliche, but just think about it
for a second: half the battle to
anything is just getting out of
bed and showing up.
W hether it be going to
practice, showing up to games,
going out on the field, going
to class or even going to chapel-after you show up, you may
as well give it your all.
If you only put half the
effort into something, you
will get half the results. It is
never as fulfilling as going all
in. I can attest to this. I used
to put in the bare minimum
in everything and would then
wonder why it was not good
enough.
Giving full effort is always
worth it. People will be able
to see the difference on the
court, on the field and in the
classroom. You w il l stand
out. You will get people to
wonder what makes you that
way. They will ask, ‘Why are
you so motivated?’ or ‘How
do you do it?’
Maybe I still have not sold
you on this idea of not cutting
corners, but let me just leave
you with this: I have never
seen more people applying
this in their daily lives than I
have at Harding. People here
are different than the “average
man,” in that they do not cut
corners.
I have never been more
inspired to live this out than
since I began at Ha rding.
Surrounding yourself with
others who also do this is a
great place to start, and do
not take for granted the time
you have here.

EMILY FAULKNER is the
head sports editor for
The Bison. She may be
contacted at
efaulkner@harding.edu.
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Senior guard Zac Ward wrestles an Arkansas Tech University player for a jump ball. Ward led the team in points, scoring 20
on Monday, Jan. 15 in the Bison’s loss to the Wonder Boys 98-94. Their next game is tomorrow at 4 p.m. at the University of
Arkansas at Monticello in Monticello, Arkansas.
YOVANI ARISMENDIZ
student writer
Men’s basketball coach Jeff Morgan said
there is still a lot left to play for with 12 more
conference games in the season. The Bisons
are currently 1-13.
According to Morgan, the top eight of the
12 teams in the Great American Conference
get a spot in the tournament and this is what
the team is playing for. Morgan said he is
proud of the energy and effort his players
have shown in the last games and practices.
“These guys are very much committed to
the process,” Morgan said.
Morgan also said the team did not have
the start that they wanted. One of the things
that has contributed to this is the loss of three
starters due to injuries with sophomore forward
J. P. Brandon, freshman guard Romen Martin
and sophomore forward Gojko Djokovic off

the court. Morgan said losing these players
has been a setback for the team.
Morgan said the team has done a good
job defensively but sometimes hits stretches
where they have a hard time scoring. The
scoring has gotten better in the last couple
of games, but he is hoping the offense will
continue to improve.
“Let us not save anything for next year,”
Morgan said. “Let us empty the quivers of
arrows.”
Morgan said because of the changes, he
played more freshmen and sophomores than
expected. He said however, they have played
hard. He also said they are getting valuable
experience. Freshman forward Brandon Reeves
has been one of the players whom the team
has had to count on.
“It makes me feel good that coach is putting
a lot of trust in me to be able to come out and
score and help the team,” Reeves said.

Reeves also said that he and other younger
players have been encouraged by their older
teammates. Junior guard Reggie Anthony said
he has tried to talk to the younger players as
much as he can, and that he is proud of his
teammates for the attitude they have shown
so far in the season.
“A lot of people would have quit a long time
ago,” Anthony said. “There is not one day we
come to practice thinking, ‘Oh, it is over.’”

“Let us not save anything for next
year. Let us empty the quivers of
arrows.”
-Jeff Morgan
basketball head coach
Anthony said the team is looking forward
to the next 12 games and is confident that
they are going to make something happen at
the end of the season.

Nicaragua mission trip a hit among players
SARAH BRISTER
student writer
EMILY FAULKNER
sports editor

The baseball team spent a portion of
Christmas break on a mission trip in
Nicaragua. A total of 41 people, including
players, parents and coaches participated.
The trip lasted a week, Dec. 16-23.
Head coac h Dr. Pat r ic k McGaha
said he worked closely with Dr. Andrew
Baker, director of the Mitchell Center for
Leadership and Ministry, to plan the trip
and coordinate equipment transportation.
“This was a dream that Dr. Baker and
our coach had,” redshirt junior outfielder
Jack Thomas said. “He has always wanted
to take a team on a mission trip, and I think
this was just where two words collided that
we could do something like this.”
To prepare for the trip, the team collected
old uniforms, hats, gear and other unused
supplies to give to players in Nicaragua. Once
they arrived, the team held baseball clinics
for youth, played games in different towns
and distributed sports equipment along with
Bibles, senior pitcher Reed Roberts said.
“Baseball for me is more than just a sport,”
Roberts said. “It connects people in ways
you don’t understand; it’s very universal.
Being able to use our sport and then give
it a Christian message, that makes it more
powerful to me.”
McGaha said the team had to cancel
some of their projects and plans due to the
large amount of rainfall during the week.
On the last day, the team met the U.S.
ambassador at the U.S. Embassy, visited
local markets and went zip lining. Above all,
Roberts said his favorite part was getting
to connect with the Nicaraguans.
“For me, one person that had the greatest
impact was this guy named John,” Roberts

said. “He’s messaged me on Facebook since
then and has told me just how much we
have been a blessing to him and everyone.
Little things like that really show how
amazing God is.”

“I think any time you have the
chance to connect people, do
it. A lot of the time people call it
just a game, but that could not
be further from the truth. It’s a
lot more than a game, and I think
we were able to see that while
we were there.”
- Jack Thomas
redshirt junior outfielder
Thomas said one of the biggest challenges
he faced was the language barrier and not
having all the team members on the trip.
That being said, Thomas is forever grateful
for the opportunity to visit the country and
the experiences he had made.
“I would like to express our gratitude, on
behalf of all of us that got to go, to those
that supported us financially and through
prayer to go and to have a successful trip,”
Thomas said.
Due to NCAA regulations, the team is
only able to take one foreign mission trip
every four years but is planning on keeping contact with mission opportunities in
Nicaragua, according to McGaha.
“I think any time you have the chance to
connect people, do it,” Thomas said. “A lot
of the time people call it just a game, but
that could not be further from the truth.
It’s a lot more than a game, and I think we
were able to see that while we were there.”
The team recently began practicing
for their upcoming season. Their opening game, a doubleheader is at home on
Feb. 3 against Missouri Western State
University at noon.

Courtesy of GRANT GUEST

Senior infielder Grant Guest lifts up a Nicaraguan
girl. The Harding team hopes to return in the
future and reconnect with the same teams. Due
to NCAA regulations, they can only take a trip
every four years.
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Student takes talents from court to diamond
NORA JOHNSON
student writer

A Harding athlete will be trading in
his basketball shoes for cleats this spring.
Graduate student Will Francis, former
guard on the men’s basketball team
during his first four years at Harding,
will make his debut as an infielder for
the University's baseball team.
According to NCAA rules, athletes
that have participated in four seasons
of a sport are eligible to participate in a
different sport for one additional season.
According to Francis, pursuing baseball
during his last year of eligibility just
made sense.
“My fiancee has one more year of
undergrad, so I thought I might as well
stick around to get my master’s,” Francis
said. “It kind of worked out really well
that I was going to be here anyways, so
I thought, ‘Why not have a little fun
doing it?’’’
Before attending Harding, Francis
was a student at Harding Academy
where he played basketball, football and
baseball. He chose to play basketball for
Harding, but maintained friendships with
members of the Harding baseball team
as he pursued his undergraduate degree
in kinesiology.
“I’ve had several classes with a lot
of the guys, and I knew a couple of the
STERLING MCMICHAEL | The Bison guys before college,” Francis said. “That
Graduate student Will Francis is entering his first and only season on the was a lot of the reason why I decided
Bisons baseball team after spending the last four years on the basketball to play (baseball): the kind of guys that
team. The Bisons start their season on Feb. 3 at noon at home.
were on the team.”

According to men’s basketball head
coach Jeff Morgan, Francis was an integral
member of the team.
“Will was a great Bison,” Morgan
said. “He was a great leader on and off
the floor.”
Morgan added that he was not surprised
by Francis’ decision to play baseball.
However, Francis is the first basketball
player Morgan recalls using his final year
of eligibility to play baseball.
“We had talked about him being a
graduate assistant for us while he was
finishing his master’s, but he would still
have that urge to play,” Morgan said.
Redshirt junior outfielder Jack Thomas
encouraged Francis to join the team.
“He’s a great teammate,” Thomas said.
“He’s somebody that makes everybody
better because he’s around.”
Francis credits assistant head baseball
coach Andy Schatzley as a pivotal figure in
his transition from basketball to baseball.
Schatzley encouraged Francis to join the
team and assisted him throughout the
transition process. According to Schatzley,
the team is excited about Francis not
only because of his athletic ability, but
also because of his character.
“It’s all kind of been uncharted waters,
but it’s been really enjoyable because of
his attitude and excitement towards it,”
Schatzley said.
The baseball team will play their first
game of the season Feb. 3 at noon at
home. Conference play begins on Feb.
16 against the Northwestern Oklahoma
Rangers at home.

Lady Bisons look to make run in 2018
ANNA CARR
student writer

The Lady Bisons basketball team has faced
adversity this season after a dominant 20162017 campaign, but know they have what it
takes to turn it around. Head coach Tim Kirby
is optimistic about the future of the team.
The Lady Bisons are young and the starting
lineup shows it with three freshmen and one
sophomore in the starting five. Kirby said that
being young with a tough schedule has been
challenging for his team.
“Obviously, there is some learning curve that
goes on with new players,” Kirby said. “The other
teams in our league are better than they have
been, and our schedule has been really tough.
We’ve played eight of our 14 games somewhere
else. That’s a big challenge for our young players
to play on the road, so that’s something that we
have to continue to get better at.”
Senior forward Sydney Layrock has experienced
the adjustment before and is trying to be a
positive example to her younger teammates.
“Starting three freshmen is tough. They’re
having to learn in a short amount of time,”
Layrock said. “My goal is to keep being positive
no matter what the circumstance may be. I’m
trying to just be who I am, and I’m trying to
be the leader they need me to be.”
Freshman guard Carissa Caples knows the
adjustment is tough, but is trying to keep a
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positive mindset and work hard, on and off
the court.
“It has been such a privilege to step up and
play with this great group of girls,” Caples said.
“I don’t think anyone expected our season to go
this way, so once it did, we had to cling together
nd we had to figure it out. The seniors have
been very encouraging when times have been
discouraging. They keep us going, and learning
from their experiences has really helped.”
The Lady Bisons have 12 games remaining
before the GAC tournament. Kirby said his
team is doing all the right things but need to
push harder for a late season run.
“We need to prepare better individually and
practice harder,” Kirby said. “I think we’ve been
successful because we do things a certain way,
and it’s just a matter of getting over that line
and getting some edge to us.”
With important games on the horizon,
Caples said it means a lot to the team to see
fans in the stands.
“It’s encouraging to have fans in general,
but especially a full house,” Caples said. “The
environment is so much better to play in. It’s
very encouraging and it helps us to know that
everyone is fighting with us.”
The Lady Bisons play their next game
tomorrow against the University of Arkansas
STERLING MCMICHAEL | The Bison
Monticello at the Steelman Fieldhouse, and Senior guard Falan Miller fights for a rebound in a scuffle against
their next home game will be Thursday, Jan. the Arkansas Tech Golden Suns on Jan. 15. The Lady Bisons fell
25, against East Central University at 5:30 p.m. 77-64 and dropped to 2-7 in conference.

Jack Thomas
baseball

Peyton Mills

Reed Roberts

Lindsey Duncan

Brooks Pitaniello

softball

baseball

softball

baseball

What is one New Year's
resolution that you wish
you could keep?

Playing the
guitar.

Only eating one
dessert a day.

Getting more
sleep during the
week.

Making time
to study.

Reading more
books.

What are your thoughts on
“Fortnite?”

Start at Loot
Lake and work
from bush to
bush. #N6

Is that similar to
larping?

Can someone
teach me how
to win?

What is Fortnite?

Stay in
the bushes.

If swallowed,
give a glass full
of water and call
Poison Control.

Who is eating
Tide Pods?

Team
conditioning.
Please.

Calling the Hogs.

What is your message to
those eating Tide Pods?
What is one thing you hope
ends in 2018?

I would say
“C’mon man!” in Please stop, that Before you pop,
is weird.
my Cris
please just stop!
Carter voice.
Brooks
Pitaniello's Polo
hats and storying
entire concerts.

Exams or eating
Tide Pods.

LaVar Ball.
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God’s hand in domestic adoptions

RAIANNE MASON
features editor

On national adoption day,
Nov. 18, 2017, President Bruce
McLarty posted several pictures
of those impacted by adoption
on our campus. After seeing
the large number of students,
I decided to dig a little deeper
into why people believe adoption
is so important. This will be
a three part series featuring
stories about domestic and
international adoption and
foster care to adoption.
“Child to be adopted:
Christopher Michael Townsend. Natural Mother: Diane
M. Townsend. Natural Father: Unknown ... The State
of Missouri to Unknown
Natural Father, you are
hereby notified that an action
has been commenced … to
obtain a decree of adoption
of Christopher Michael
Townsend, a minor.”
This excerpt from the
April 1, 1976 edition of the
St. Louis Countian declared
the intended adoption of
the man we now know as
Dr. James ( Jim) Miller,
chairman of the Department
of Communication.

“The most high love,
the ultimate love, is the
love of choice. I say ‘I
am going to choose to
love another person
with all my being.’
That is what adoptive
parents do.”
- Junior Jon Michael
Fields
Miller was adopted when
he was 6 weeks old. Three
years later, his parents adopted another child, Jeanne.
“I have always felt there
was something special about
being adopted. In some ways,
I was chosen,” Miller said.
“God provided me many

great opportunities because
I was adopted by a loving,
caring, God-fearing family.”
Miller, one of 7 million
adopted Americans, believed God’s hand was in
his adoption story.
According to math adjunct
professor Darla Phillips, and
her husband, professor of
exercise and sports science
Bryan Phillips, God played
a vital role in the adoption
of their daughter as well.
The Phillipses began the
adoption process after hearing from a colleague about
a little girl who needed to
be adopted. Seven months
later, when their paperwork
was finished, that same little
girl was still available for
adoption.
“Getting Kathryn was a
godsend. We hadn’t thought
that was a possibility,” Bryan
Phillips said. “Normally a child
would have been adopted
by then, but Kathryn had
to go through some court
procedures that took time,
and so the other couples
ahead of us had already
adopted other kids. ...We
ended up getting the little
girl that spurred us on to get
ready for adoption.”
Darla Phillips added that
she believed God’s hand was
in more than just the timing
of the adoption.
“Her birth mother wanted
her to be placed with an
African-American family
since her birth father was
African-American. She felt
she’d be more accepted if
she was in a black family,”
Darla said. “(But) no one on
the (adoption) list wanted a
biracial child. Kathryn was
biracial. We didn’t really know
what that meant. Biracial
could be half Indian, half
Caucasian. She happened
to be half-black, half-white.”
Kathryn Phillips grew up

Photo courtesy of the PHILLIPS FAMILY

The Phillips family poses from a picture in 1994, a
year after Kathryn’s adoption. Kathryn was adopted
seven months after her birth.
in a predominantly white
“My family is very multi
school and faced what her -ethnic,” Fields said. “If you
father referred to as “unin- get a picture of my family
tended bias.”
with my extended family, we
“At no point since the look like a bunch of random
adoption has Kathryn been people. … One of the things
anything but our kid,” Bryan that we were kind of taught
Phillips said. “We don’t see growing up was that your
her as having color to her skin color doesn’t matter,
skin or anything, but you but people think it does.”
walk (through) Walmart
According to Kathryn
and (people) don’t realize Phillips, she faced hard sitshe’s our daughter. She’d uations due to her adoption
run out in front of us and fairly often growing up.
someone would grab her
“I’ve had people tell me
and say ‘Are your parents that my parents are not my
around?’ and we’re standing parents because they didn’t
right there, but they wouldn’t give birth to me,” Kathryn
know that.”
Phillips said. “ That was
According to junior Jon hard because I know that
-Michael Fields, who was they’re my mom and dad,
adopted shortly after birth, and they tell me that they’re
dealing with racial prejudice my parents.”
was common for him and
Junior Riley Rose, who
his family. Fields, as well as was adopted at 6 days old,
two of his four siblings and faced similar struggles.
both of his parents, were
“Growing up, I had the
adopted.
mindset of being abandoned

and unwanted,” Rose said.
“It took me a little while
to finally grasp that God
planned this out for me.
God chose to put (me) in
the Roses’ hands in order for
(me) to grow up in Searcy
with them as (my) parents
and Wil as (my) brother.”
Rose added that being
adopted gave her opportunities that she would not
have had otherwise.
“I needed someone
to nourish me spiritually,
emotionally, physically,
mentally and (my parents)
did that,” Rose said. “They
fed me when I don’t know
if I would have been fed
before. They gave me a bed,
(when) who knows if I would
have had a bed before. They
gave me a house. They gave
me an opportunity to be
educated. They gave me my
best friend — my brother.
All those things no one ever
thinks about.”
Fields believes that those
provisions made by adoptive
parents for their children are
a result of a “special crazy
kind of love.”
“The most high love, the

ultimate love, is the love of
choice,” Fields said. “I say ‘I
am going to choose to love
another person with all my
being.’ That is what adoptive
parents do. They take you
in, they say ‘you are not my
own, but I am going to love
you like you are.’ Through
that, you become their own.”
Miller believes that crazy
kind of love is what God
has for his people, and why
adoption is so meaningful.
“Scripture talks a lot about
adoption and that should not
go unsaid,” Miller said. “Paul
writes about how all of us are
adopted sons and daughters
and there’s something really
special about that. Where
God has chosen us to be
his children, to lavish on
us so many great riches that
come with being a part of
his family. …We’ve all been
chosen. That’s significant.
We all want to be wanted
and loved and chosen — and
we are.”
This is the first installment
of the “Chosen” series. The
second will appear in the
next edition of The Bison, on
stands, Jan. 26.

Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY

It’s a family thing: Brackney Brothers band together

STERLING MCMICHAEL|The Bison

Senior Caleb Brackney and his brother junior Stephen Brackney practice for their next
performance. Known as The Brackney Brothers, the two have been playing instruments
since they were 7 and 8 years old.
“My dad and his brothers all played when he was 7. We started on banjo
CAITLIN DENTON
instruments and they actually also and guitar when we were 13.”
student writer
had a band in college. They played
All seven of the Brackney children
RAIANNE MASON
bluegrass music, country and things play a different musical instrument,
features editor
like that with some of their friends. including drums, fiddle, mandolin,
For the Brackney brothers, senior We kind of grew up with that band banjo, piano and guitar. According
Caleb and junior Stephen, music playing at different events and wed- to Stephen Brackney, their parents
has always run in the family. Like dings, so we were around it a lot and had all of them learn how to play
their father before them, Caleb and were very encouraged by our parents an instrument to help them bond
as siblings.
Stephen Brackney have started their to take lessons.”
Both brothers play the piano,
“There’s seven of us, but with
own band, known as The Brackney
Brothers. The two have performed guitar and bass. Stephen additionally instruments, anyone who learns for
in nearby states, as well as at various plays the mandolin, and Caleb plays two or three years can contribute
the banjo and dulcimer. However, evenly,” Caleb Brackney said. “I’m
functions and local events.
Their love for music began when they both began with five to seven sitting there with Luke who is 8 and
years of piano lessons.
he’s banging on a drum.”
they were both young.
“I started piano when I was 8,”
When they were younger, the
“We grew up in a very musical
family,” Stephen Brackney said. Caleb Brackney said.“Stephen started brothers recalled their family going

to nursing homes, fundraisers and has brought the two brothers closer
other events to perform as part of together.
their community outreach.
“For us, (playing together) has
The brothers play predominately given us a good outlet to connect
bluegrass music. Senior Katelyn Per- more,” Stephen Brackney said. “You
rett, a member of Belles and Beaux can connect more than just through
alongside Caleb Brackney, believes talking and being around each other,
his bluegrass style has added a new you’re bringing something together
flair to the group’s sound.
to sound good and have fun.”
“In Belles and Beaux, we try to
Although the band has booked
play a wide range of music: from shows for up to 1,500 people, Caleb
classics to rock, to pop,” Perrett said. Brackney said his favorite place to
“So the fact that Caleb is able to perform is still in nursing homes.
add that (style) to some Belles and
“The people there appreciate us
Beaux songs and give them a country, so much,” Caleb said. “Nothing feels
bluegrass feel is always exciting and as meaningful as having elderly men
makes us a more versatile group.”
and women smiling and clapping
Caleb Brackney said he loves in their wheelchairs and genuinely
bluegrass because of the way the supporting us.”
instruments blend together.
“I love how each instrument
contributes equally in each song,”
Caleb Brackney said. “Sure, I could
play by myself, but it sounds better if
501-268-1288 | 701 E. Race | Searcy, AR
(Stephen’s) there. … (In bluegrass)
everyone gets to show off their licks. Tuesday - Saturday: 11am - 8pm
When they are at home, the two
Sunday: 11am - 2pm
brothers play with their siblings,
but when they are at school, they
welcome anyone who wants to play.
Caleb Brackney said the community
created by music is his favorite part
of playing
“Music brings everyone together,”
Caleb Brackney said. “Of course,
people have different tastes in music,
people have different tastes in styles,
but the thing about music, especially
banjo and guitar — bluegrass kind
of music — everyone has some sort Follow Us on Social Media!
or appreciation deep down.”
According to Stephen Brackney,
playing music together in their band
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NEW YEAR. NEW PLAN.
SAM SHEPHERD
pr/marketing
A new year, a new semester
and a new attempt at being a
more productive individual.
It’s hard to be organized
and put together right off
the bat; you need to ease
into your new orderly life.
Here are five baby steps to
start the year off right.
1. Put on some tunes and
start making some piles.
A high energ y song
can put anyone lacking
motivation into the mood
to tidy up. Set aside an hour
or two each day to jam out
and make a dent in the pile

of clothes sitting on “the
chair” or go through those
handouts from last semester.
Don’t have a playlist for the
January clean? Nine seasons
of “The Office” are on Netflix
waiting to be played in the
background.
2. Has this been worn
in the last year?
Is there such a thing
as too many club function
shirts? Too many pairs of
black leggings? Yes, there
is. A good rule of thumb
for any closet cleanout is if
it hasn’t been worn in the
past year, it is time to get rid
of it. The Harding Online
Garage Sale Facebook page,
Goodwill and Habitat for
Humanity are great ways to
sell or donate old clothing,
jewelry and accessories. Still

super attached to that Club
Week shirt from freshman
year? Make a blanket out of
any article of clothing you
are still attached to. It can
be a memory that doesn’t
take up extra space in a
small dorm closet.
3. Make your planner
your best bud.
Making a point to carry a
planner or an agenda throughout the day can save you from
stress and headaches down
the road. Find one that fits
your style and habit and make
it yours — color coordinate
your assignments, utilize
Post-It notes or use the bullet
journal method.The Harding
Bookstore has a handful of
options for agendas that can
be purchased on your student
account.

4. Clean your inbox.
Set aside a few minutes
every day to scroll through
your inbox and delete any
unnecessary emails. Still not
sure if you should delete that
promotional email from
Bath and Body Works?
Most email platforms offer
the ability to create a new
folder to move clutter out
of your immediate inbox.
5. Become a creature
of habit.
Your body likes consistency and rhythm. Going to
bed and waking up around
the same time each morning and night will make
it easier to fall asleep and
wake up each day. Having
a similar pattern to your
daily routine can help you
remember tasks.
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Searcy square to receive new creperie next week
ZACH BISSELL
student writer
Searcy will be making room for a new
eatery that offers a unique menu to customers
and an aesthetic atmosphere that will draw
in an audience. Savor + Sip is an upcoming
creperie and coffeehouse opening between
Jan. 25 and 27.
Owner and Searcy native, Amelia Brackett, is an entrepreneur — she has always
dreamed of starting her own business. A
common question arises: why did Brackett
choose Searcy?
“My family moved to Searcy about 10 years
ago, so it is some place I’ve seen grow a lot
in a relatively short period of time,” Brackett
said. “Five years ago, a lot of places that are
now favorites did not exist, and I want to
add to the list of great local businesses the
town loves so much.”
Crepes are not a familiar dish to Searcy,
but they have been a long-time favorite for
Brackett’s family.
“Crepes have actually always been something my family has made,” Brackett said.
“Once the idea was hatched, it seemed like
something that I should have thought of a
long time ago.”
According to Brackett, Savor + Sip will
also serve a variety of loose-leaf teas, salads,
sandwiches and house-made desserts. The
restaurant will provide people with a great
place to eat, drink and study. A room known
as “the lounge” will contain a large amount of
natural lighting and give people the option
to relax on couches and cushioned chairs.
“I think Savor + Sip will be a great new place
to hang out for college students and Searcy
locals alike,”employee junior Hannah Reed said.
“One specific thing I am excited for is that it’s

EMILY GRIFFIN The Bison
Searcy’s newest eatery on the square, Savor + Sip, will feature crepes, coffee and provide a study lounge. Upon
returning to Searcy after a period of absence, owner Amelia Brackett plans to open her creperie located at 110 North
Spring St. at the end of next week.
open on Sundays, and it stays open as late those in need.
excited to see Amelia’s business do well and
as Harding curfew.”
“I would say that one of the things I to enjoy the crepes and maybe a little bit
Additionally, rather than tipping employees, anticipate most, as far as the menu goes, of coffee.”
Savor + Sip will give customers the option is the crepes,” senior Caleb Russell said.
Savor + Sip is located at 110 North Spring
of donating by rounding up their change. “That’s a pretty unique thing, and we don’t St. on the square. Stay updated with the
Four times a year, Savor + Sip will give total have something quite like that in town, so restaurant by following @savorandsip_searcy
donations to local organizations that help I’m really looking forward to that. I’m really on Instagram or Savor + Sip on Facebook.

viEW, or viEW NoT : ‘ THE LAsT JEDi’
‘Star Wars: The Last Jedi’ review with minor spoilers
MATTHEW KING
student writer

“Star Wars: The Last Jedi” was released in theaters Dec.
14 and continues the storyline that director J.J. Abrams
began in “Star Wars: The Force Awakens.” Rey finally finds
Luke on the planet Ahch-To with the hope that he will
come with her to help the Resistance fight the First Order.
The movie starts with Rey giving Luke his lightsaber,
Finn waking up from a coma and Poe Dameron fighting
the First Order’s ships with his team of Resistance fighters.
However, after the first few minutes of the film, the story
strays far, far away from the usual “Star Wars” formula.
“When ‘The Last Jedi’ was advertised, they used a
phrase from the film where Luke Skywalker says, ‘This is
not going to go the way you think,’” sophomore Matthew
Musslewhite said. “This is very true because of how the
film is presented with multiple plot twists.”
“I enjoyed the film in a way I hadn’t enjoyed a previous
‘Star Wars’ film, because it was so different from really any
kind of conventional ‘Star Wars’ film I have seen,” junior
Parker Samuel said.
Junior Parker Samuel positively reacted to the new
chapter in the saga.

“The Last Jedi” takes many twists and turns, the likes
of which audiences have not seen in the franchise since
“Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back,” released in 1980.
However, fans and critics have had very different opinions
of the film. Rotten Tomatoes displays the critics’ score at
a fresh 90 percent, while the audience score is currently a
rotten 49 percent.
Junior Tyler Worsham commented that “The Last Jedi”
felt like a remake of the old movies.
“It has the same name and all,” Worsham said. “But they
are trying to take characters and remake the same story.”
Many fans criticized director Rian Johnson’s direction
with the film, some are getting tired of the films repeating
or copying from previous works in the franchise, while
others have issues with some of the plot points in the movie.
“I think the fans were probably disappointed by stuff
that just wouldn’t work in any movie, especially the pacing,”
Samuel said. “I do think that some of the payoff in the
movie is smart, but I also think that some of it is a little
bit disappointing.”
“I did not care for the repetition,” Worsham said. “They
have kind of done the same idea multiple times, and I don’t
like that Disney has been trying to remake characters that
were previously made by George Lucas.”

The movie has grossed over $591 million at the domestic
box office as of Jan. 14, 2018. The movie is far from a
failure, but it appears to be less popular than Disney and
Lucasfilm had expected.
“I think that the fans that thought the movie was just
OK are a lot less likely to rate the movie on a website like
(Rotten Tomatoes),” Samuel said. “The loudest voices are
always the most passionate. I think that there a lot more
fans that thought the movie was OK than there are that
thought it was terrible.”
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